Abstract-The tracking performance of JPDA-based algorithms will be decreased with the increase of sensors amount and clutter density. Thus it is necessary to find out a multi-sensor data fusion tracking algorithm which has lower computation and higher tracking accuracy. Since the motion direction of the targer is viewed as a key factor in data correlation, the pseudodirection tracking gate can be improved. The feature of location and speed are combined to reduce the amount of the related affairs, which can reduce the computation of JPDA algorithm. This idea is adopted to improve the FDA algorithm and a sequenced fast algorithm for data association based on double-gate tracking. The simulations proved that this method has legitimately limited the effective number of echoes, which ensures the accuracy of correlation and tracking. Its computation is less than original FDA algorithm with keeping and it has good performance for maneuvering target tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-sensor multi-target tracking can be described as the optimization problem which has two correlated functions on interconnection and estimation. Interconnection refers to the decision process on measurement with connection and common target source. Estimation refers to performing statistical filter on connected observation, which is set to estimate the target state [1, 2] . If the sensor is passive and it can only measure azimuth, the interconnection will become very difficult to be solved. In order to calculate the estimation of the target state, measurement of multi-sensor must be interconnected and the results in combinatorial cause explosion of the computation. In addition, since some targets can be missed when checking in some descriptions and there are also false measurements. It is necessary for multi-sensor tracking system to develop an interconnection algorithm which can tolerate incomplete interconnection and undistributed measurement.
The most important and difficult problem for multitarget tracking is data interconnection. Before the data is interconnected, the appropriate tracking gateway should be selected according to actual background of the statistical hypothesis and problems [3] . So the number of correlate effective measurement will be reduced. If effective tracking gate is established and there are nontargeted and interrupted wave which is little enough in tracking gate. Then the probability of error association can be effectively reduced, which can improve the performance of multi-target multi-sensor tracking algorithm. With the development of data association technology, the methods of many tracking gates have been proposed, such as rectangle tracking gate, elliptical tracking gate, etc [4, 5] , and the most broadly applied one is elliptical tracking gate. At present, the data association algorithms mainly include neighbor algorithm, total neighbor optimum algorithm, probability data association algorithm, data association algorithm of joint probability, track splitting algorithm and multi hypothesis tacking algorithm (MHT), etc [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Among the above algorithms, joint probability data association algorithm (JPDA) is regarded as a reasonable method for multitarget tracking under clutter environment. With the increase of targeted number, measured number and clutter density, the computation also rapidly increases. Then the combinatorial explosion occurs and the application of this algorithm is limited. Then, Bar-shlom added some variables like return wave amplitude in state relation information, to further improve JPDA method [11] . In 1974, Singer Se and Housewright proposed a total neighbor optimum filter [12] . This filter not only considers all the echoes but it also considers the tracking history, that is, the multi-scanning correlation. Its defect is that the computation storage increases with the increase of scanning times. Based on total neighbor optimum filter and conception in PDA, Reid synthesized the advantages of methods proposed by Singer and Bar-Shalom [13] , to proposed a multi-hypothesis method. At present, classical probability statistical method has been developed into linear programming, genetic algorithm, neural network, fuzzy set theory and D-S evidence theory, etc [14, 15] . So the practical research of algorithms has gradually become the main topic of data association.
Most application research results have shown that JPDA is one of the effective association algorithms to solve multi-target tracking problems under clutter environment. However, when the wave and the number of target are increasing, as correlation hypothesis affair between target and observed data appears exponentially increasing, the computation of JPDA will also begin to increase. This will even cause the explosion on computation. Meanwhile, it also increases the complexity to construct connected association events. This factor becomes the restriction condition of JPDA for multitarget real-time tracking.
If other physical features of the target can used to further process the return waves dropped in location tracking gate with restrictions. Then the number of effective return wave will be reduced, which also reduce the number of related events and the computation of JPDA. So in [16] , it is pointed the motion direction of the target is an important factor in data correclation. In the confirmation of elliptical tracking gate, parameter  is set as the threshold. When measurement () Zk satisfies
Zk will be the alternative measurement. So the probability of correct measurement of elliptical tracking gate rule in elliptical tracking gate is:
Correspondingly, the probability of tracking gate on refusing correct measurement is
We assume ˆ( 1| 1)
The predicting motion direction of t is  and  . The center of tracking gate 1 lies in ˆ( | 1)
Z  is an effective return clutter dropped in tracking gate 1 and ( ) ( ) ( )
If the sensors can provide the data of target motion direction or speed measurement, above formulas scan be modified to form a tracking gate based on position and motor direction, which is used to restrict the amount of echoes of tracking gate. However, under most conditions, the sensor cannot offer target motion direction of observed data. Therefore, we cannot directly adopt above methods. By means of reference [17, 18] , we may use the psudodirection method to solve this problem.
From this viewpoint and based on psudodirection gate, this paper combines the target feature of location and speed, to improve the double threshold data association algorithm, which has combined the elliptical tracking gate and simulation direction tracking gate. It can reasonably restrict the number of effective echoes in association gate. Therefore, the association hypothesis affaisr between target and observed data can be reduced, which also reduces the computation amount of JPDA. It is found that the improved algorithm not only guarantees the accuracy of association and tracking, but also reasonably restricts the effective waves in association gate. The association hypothesis affair between target and observed data can be reduced. Theoretical analysis shows that its calculated amount is far smaller than original order and joint probability data association algorithm for paralleled multi-sensor. Thus, this improved joint data probability association tracking algorithm is a supplement to original association tracking algorithm. Especially, if this improved algorithm combines above current association methods to reduce feasible joint affair numbers, the effect to reduce computation amount of joint probability data association can be more obvious.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Double-Threshold Tracking
Set t g Z as any effective return wave of target t in tracking gate at time k. Connect corresponding plots of this echoes to those of state filter ˆ( 1| 1)
The angle between the wire and target prediction direction is called psudodirection [19] . According to the definition of psudodirection and formula 3, the corresponding psudodirection of t g Z is:
According to formula 4, the rectangle direction tracking gate can be constructed as:
K is the parameter which is determined by the priori probability of pre-selected effective echoes dropped in the tracking gate.   and   are the standard deviation to predict the direction. Due to the idea of doublethreshold tracking, only the echoes which both satisfy formula 4 and 5 can be effective. Then we will discuss the determination of   and   .
We set ˆ( | 1) 
We can acquire the mean value of the errors.
B. Multi-sensor Multi-target Data Association Tracking Algorithm
Although the paralleled and sequential multi sensor joint probability data association algorithm (abbreviated as FDA) [20] has high accuracy for target correlation. The computation of optimal and suboptimal JPDA-based algorithms will get explosive increase with the increase of the amount of echoes, when tracking multiple targets under concentrated echoes. It is not suitable to tracking multiple targets real-timely so it is necessary to find a multi-sensor data fusion multi-target tracking algorithm which has lower computation and can higher tracking accuracy. Then based on FDA and the improvement of above section, we construct the sequenced FDA-MM algorithm. The main procedures of the algorithm are:
Step 1: Prediction. Using ˆ( 1| 1) 
Step 2: Confirm the measurement of the first sensor. We use g-sigma ellipse tracking gate to confirm effective echoes, for the measurement of the first sensor 1, () j Zk . This is equivalent to requirements for confirmation. So the measurement should satisfy 
1, 1
is the interconnected probability of radar observations echoes and the targets in FDA_MM algorithm.
Step 
Confirm the measurement of the second sensor as Step 2.
The sequence estimation method is applied to the joint probability data association data association fast algorithm between two sensors. It is effective and feasible for two sensors. This method can be naturally extended to the case of multi-sensor when the multi-sensor monitoring range is overlapped.
III. SIMULATION
A. Model Settings for Simulation
It is supposed there are T targets and the description of its state equation and observing equation is:
We assume the sampling period is one second and the surveillance area is 15 15 The observations of the target are gained through observing noise adding to the target of real position. Meanwhile, suppose the detection rate of sensor 0. 
B. Improved Computation of JPDA
Under above simulation environments, the simulation experiment is carried out with original JPDA tracking method based on single gate and JPDA tracking method is based on double-thresholds. The results are shown as figure 1 and 2 . We can conclude, from the comparison between JPDA tracking method based on double thresholds and JPDA tracking method based on single tracking gate, they have similar tracking effects.
As to the computation of these two methods, we take the process of step when 111 k  as an example(The motion trail of two targets are crossing and there are possible more correlations at this moment). 
C. Accuracy and Success Rate
Under similar simulation condition, algorithm FDA is compared to algorithm FDA_MM on the trajectory tracking simulation of the same target. We set the ranging error standard deviation of the first sensor is 30m, the ranging error standard deviation of the second sensor is 20m. Sampling period is 1s, the probability of detection 0.99 (17) 130 T  refers to simulation sampling steps for one time.
100 N  refers to the simulation times. The curves of simulation results are shown in figure 3 and 4 .
From the comparison between the tracking curve and the accuracy of result, it is shown that algorithm FDA_MM has improved its target tracking accuracy and tracking success rate. From this figure, with time goes by, the estimation value of FDA_MM is approximate for real trails. During simulations, the demanded time of correlation calculation of algorithm FDA is smaller than that of FDA_MM. Although more time is consumed, it is far smaller than the scanning period. So our method has acquired the effects for demand. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Target tracking problem is an important theoretical and real problem. It is increasingly popularized in the application in some fields like missile defense, marine surveillance, battlefield surveillance, air traffic control, collision prevention of automobiles, navigation, etc. Thus, relevant theory and technological problem on studying maneuvering target tracking field is significant to improve our national defense power and to extend its civilian field. This paper carries out the study from the most fundamental and important position of data fusion. It expands the application study on this technology in multi-target tracking field. How to lower the computation of joint probability data association (JPDA) is the main problem discussed by us. Based on established single tracking gate with priority of target position information, the psudodirection gate idea is introduced. Combining the target positioning feature with speed feature, the data association tracking algorithm based on elliptical tracking gate is improved. The improved method is further applied to improve FDA algorithm and a multi-sensor multitarget tracking data association algorithm FDA_MM is put forward. From simulation results and the checking calculation of instances, this improved algorithm not only guarantees association accuracy and tracking correctness, but it also reasonably restricts effective echoes number in association gate. It can acquire association hypothesis affair between reduced target and observed data. Meanwhile, its computation is far smaller than original order and joint probability data association algorithm of paralleled multi-sensors. So it has better performance for maneuvering target tracking.
